Case 090154696
Customer:
Program:
Status:
Source:
Assigned:

INFORMATION Redacted PURSUANT TO THE FREEDOM OF
INFORMATION ACT (FOIA), 5 U.S.C. 552(B)(6)
2008 Volkswagen Eos
WVWBA71F18V
Production Date: 1/16/2008
12,200 Miles
Odometer:
04/30/2008
Wty Start Date:
Jack Daniels Motors, Inc. (408252)
Dealer:
Vehicle:

Customer Relations
07/20/2009 Closed
Phone
Greg Peters (PETERSG)

Reasons
CATEGORY / TYPE / REASON

PART DESCRIPTION

ASST REQUEST RESOLUTION

Vehicle Problem / Engine / Surging

Mechatronic

Not Applicable

Contacts
07/20/2009 01:45:51 PETERSG

Not Applicable

Call To Dealer Service Mgr - Pedro @ Jack Daniels Motors, Inc. (408252)

RC advised SM that we are willing to pay for the body repairs as a goodwill gesture. RC asked SM to fax the
completed R.O. to CCC along with some photos of the body damage. SM agreed to do so and said he would have
his dealership tell the customer the good news. No further action, pending dealer fax.
07/20/2009 08:51:35 PETERSG

E-Mail From Product Liaison - Chris Lewis

PL responded by saying that PL will pay for the body repairs. PL asked for the completed R.O. so they can EFT
the dealership. PL mentioned that pictures would be welcomed as well. RC to call the dealer.
07/17/2009 02:28:11 PETERSG

E-Mail To Product Liaison - Chris Lewis

RC e-mailed the estimate to PL. RC to wait for PL's response.
07/17/2009 01:45:57 WILLIAC2

Assigned To Eastern - CCC

07/17/2009 01:45:33 WILLIAC2

FAX From Dealership Personnel - Pedro @ Jack Daniels Motors, Inc. (408252)

Fax in doc center.
07/16/2009 04:39:31 PETERSG

Call To Dealer Service Mgr - Pedro @ Jack Daniels Motors, Inc. (408252)

RC asked the SM to fax the estimate to CCC. RC advised we will research with PL once it is received and then
call him back with our position. RC to wait for fax.
07/16/2009 04:32:47 PETERSG

Voice Mail From Dealer Service Mgr - Pedro @ Jack Daniels Motors, Inc. (40825

SM states he has an estimate and he would like to fax it. (SM states the estimate is $2,130.00). RC to call the SM.
07/16/2009 02:53:13 FOXK1

Voice Mail To Dealer Service Advisor - Mechelle @ Jack Daniels Motors, Inc. (40

LMTRMC. ES/RC wait dealer call.
07/13/2009 04:04:55 PETERSG

Call To Dealer Service Advisor - Michelle @ Jack Daniels Motors, Inc. (408252)

SA states she asked the customer to bring her vehicle to the body shop, but she hasn't done that yet. SA states
she will give the customer a call to find out whether the customer has a time frame in mind. RC to follow up with
the SA again for an update.
07/07/2009 03:06:14 PETERSG

Call To Dealer Service Mgr - Pedro @ Jack Daniels Motors, Inc. (408252)

SM states his SA, Michelle had been working with the customer (as we speak), trying to obtain photos in order to
get a rough estimate for body repairs. RC advised that we are actually going to need an "accurate" estimate for
the body repairs. SM states he will make sure to call RC when he gets the estimate.
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Contacts
06/24/2009 02:53:54 PETERSG

Voice Mail To Dealer Service Mgr - Pedro @ Jack Daniels Motors, Inc. (408252)

RC LVMM for the SM, asking him to RMC when he has the body shop estimate. RC to wait for the SM's call.
06/22/2009 03:56:33 PETERSG

Call To Owner -

RC informed the customer that we will need her to return to 408252 so we can get a repair estimate. RC explained
that she may use the SM, Pedro, as her point of contact in coordinating the estimate. RC advised that once we
have the estimate, RC will research the matter and then call her back with our position. RC to follow up in a day or
so to ensure the dealer was able to coordinate an inspection.
06/22/2009 03:54:55 PETERSG

Voice Mail To Dealer Service Mgr - Pedro @ Jack Daniels Motors, Inc. (408252

RC LVMM for the SM, letting him know that we will need to get the customer back in for a repair estimate on the
body damage. RC advised that RC will call the customer and will let her know to use the SM as her point of
contact in coordinating the inspection. RC to call the customer.
06/22/2009 03:46:30 PETERSG

Call From Product Liaison - Chris Lewis

PL agreed that we should have the customer return to the dealer so we can obtain a proper repair estimate for the
body damage.
06/22/2009 03:38:49 PETERSG

Call To Owner -

(RC sees in the previous note that it appears the customer seems to think we are avoiding her). RC called the
customer to explain that RC has no problem speaking with her. RC explained that we wanted to do some leg work
so that we had something to discuss, as we know what it is that she is claiming and we know she would like us to
pay for the body repairs. RC provided a status update on the research performed so far and let her know that we
will call her back with direction by Wednesday at the latest. Customer said she will be pretty busy tomorrow
(Tuesday), so Wednesday would be better to have lenghtly conversations if needed. RC to wait for PL's response.
06/22/2009 03:31:33 JONESTR

Assigned To Eastern - unassigned

Customer requesting not to be contacted on Tuesday, please call on Wednesday. Wait level 2.
06/22/2009 03:27:43 JONESTR

Return To Owner -

CO advised customer at this time concerns and request will be looked into, and customer will receive a follow-up
call on Tuesday 06/23/09 to advise of next course of action. Customer states that what the problem is with VW, no
one at the dealer wants to talk about the concern, and now same treatment except for CO. Customer states
actually this has been going on for 3 weeks now because she never get a day off and she takes care of her sister
with cancer and this is the only day she can pursue this issue. Customer states there is no way she can answer
any calls or speak with anyone on tomorrow, because of the tight schedule. Customer states pleas have Rep. call
on Wednesday 06/24/09. CO apologized for concern and advised records will reflect call back on Wednesday. CO
to escalate case.
06/22/2009 03:20:32 PETERSG

Call To Dealer Service Mgr - Pedro Martin 201-376-7206 @ Jack Daniels Motors

SM states he reviewed this with his FOM, Rick Barke, who confirmed this should be an insurance matter. SM
states he thinks there is about $1500-$2000 worth of body damage but she will need to be brought back in to
408252 so they can work up a proper repair estimate with one of their local body shops. RC advised that we are
researching this with PL and RC will call him back with PL's position.
06/22/2009 03:20:17 PETERSG

Voice Mail To Product Liaison - Chris Lewis

RC LVMM for PL, explaining the customer's allegations and asked for direction. RC to wait for PL's response.
06/22/2009 03:17:35 JONESTR
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Return To Owner -

Contacts
06/22/2009 03:16:31 PETERSG

Call From Associate - Traci Jones

RC advised that VW will research her request for cost assistance on the body repairs and call her back tomorrow
with our response. RC to call PL.
06/22/2009 03:14:42 JONESTR

Call To Level 2 / Exec - Greg

CO spoke with RC/Greg advised of previous notes. RC states to inform customer request will be looked into and
customer will receive a follow-up call tomorrow. CO inquired if RC wanted to speak with customer as escalation
process show call should be transferred live. RC states advising CO of what to tell customer. CO to return to
owner.
06/22/2009 03:04:29 JONESTR

Call From Owner -

Customer states: 2nd VW, maintained at dealer 408252. Customer states vehicle was having a terrible surging
concern, with the vehicle jumping forward. Customer states took the vehicle in for diagnosis to dealer 408252 DP
experienced the concerns was advised the mechatronic needs to be replaced, but it will take 6-8 weeks to get the
part. Customer states asked if it was safe to drive the vehicle, and customer was informed yes. Customer states
while arriving to work before part came in while attempting to park the vehicle surged forward and customer hit the
lamp post. Customer states called dealer 408252 to advise of the concern and she was informed to contact CCC,
also within 3 days of her call the part was available for repairs within the next three days. Customer stets now she
is being advised to contact her insurance company for body repairs, but feels since a VW part caused the surging
and dealer 408252 advised customer she can continue to drive she is seeking VW to cover repairs, customer
states she was not injured but very scared. CO advised all information has been documented, and call will be
transferred to Rep. that will be able to look into customer concerns. CO to call level 2.
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VW File Number

Model

Model Year

VIN

Vehicle
Mileage

TREAD Part ID Open Date

Sale Order
Country

483154

RABBIT

2008

WVWFV71K88W

116619

3885

USA

07/23/2009

Workshop Finding
n/a
Activity Date

Activity Time Activity Comments

07/23/2009

16:14

CUSTOMER STATES TRANS JERKS WHEN TAKING OFF.
RIGHT FRONT WHEEL DAMAGED.

07/23/2009

16:14

ISSUE OPENED BY DEALERSHIP

07/23/2009

16:21

ADVISED THE TECH TO GET MVB 54 AND 64, ATTACH A GFF LOG AND RUN BASIC SETTINGS AND SEE IF ANYTHING
CHANGES

07/23/2009

16:21

CUSTOMER COMMENTS: CUSTOMER STATES TRANS JERKS WHEN TAKING OFF. RIGHT FRONT WHEEL DAMAGED.

07/24/2009

09:07

BASIC SETTING FOR MECHATRONIC WAS PREFORMED. TEST DRIVE---TRANS STILL SHIFTING THE SAME. FILES HAVE
BEEN ATTACHED FOR VALUE BLOCKS 54 AND 64 , ALONG WITH GFF TEST PLAN.

07/24/2009

09:20

MVB 54 J09N0186 64 0 0 . ADVISED THE TECH TO REPLACE THE MECHATRONICS, FLUID AND BOLTS FOR THE
MECH. SET BASIC AND TEST DRIVE. UPDATE THE VTA WITH RESULTS.

07/24/2009

14:01

ORDERED PARTS

07/29/2009

07:52

ISSUE CLOSED BY CONSULTANT - RESOLUTION SUPPLIED

07/29/2009

07:52

ISSUE UPDATED

Consultant's Closing Comments
ORDERED PARTS

